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FEBRUARY 2018 NEWSLETTER 

Immigration is all over the news these days, but most of the news is not encouraging. In January, the Trump 

administration rounded up four of the leaders of the sanctuary movement. One of them has already been 

deported. The fight is intensifying, and as Reverend Susan Frederick-Gray reminded us recently, UUs “Side 

with Love” because this is “No Time for A Casual Faith”. Thus the process at Eliot to discern our role in this 

important mission continues. 

The Eliot Immigration Justice Team is working hard to learn what YOU want to know about sanctuary and 

immigration justice issues. Throughout January, we asked you to send your questions to 

immigration@eliotchapel.org or to visit us at the SJA table during social hours to write them down. In early 

February, the Team will share the questions and succinct answers. Of course, we welcome you to continue to 

share your questions with us.  

 

More activities are ongoing: 

 We plan to hold accompaniment training in February.  "Accompaniment" is traveling to and from ICE 

scheduled meetings with persons at risk for deportation. Volunteers are observers, not participants, and 

provide moral support to the person at risk. Watch this space for dates and sign-up.  

 We need volunteers for Sunday information-sharing, hosting events, organizing communications, etc.  

Email immigration@eliotchapel.org for details. 

 You can engage in self-education as well. Our UUA president (and Eliot “alumna”) Rev. Susan Frederick-

Gray eloquently described her work in immigration justice and the inevitability of UUs’ support of the 

cause. You can review the UUA position on sanctuary (UUA New Sanctuary Movement) and the St Louis 

Coalition for Sanctuary materials and resource suggestions (StL Coalition on Sanctuary).  

 The case of Alex Garcia, who is in sanctuary at Maplewood UCC under the aegis of the St Louis Coalition 

on Sanctuary. ICE and Alex are at an impasse. ICE has indicated that it will not (at least not now) raid the 

church but Alex has no protection if he goes outside the church building—for any purpose. Alex illustrates 

the position that more than 11 million people in the US face every day. You can help. Here's how: 

 MOST IMPORTANT—Volunteer for a shift at Maplewood UCC as a “compa” for Alex. The compa 

acts as source of emergency assistance for Alex if needed and as a witness if ICE does show up.  

You are not asked or encourage to resist law enforcement, including ICE. Please contact 

immigration@eliotchapel.org for more information and to volunteer. Training will be provided. 

 Like and follow "@AlexBelongsHere" on Facebook. We want to reach 3000 “likes” in January!  

Share posts from the page regularly. Tag friends, organizations and people of influence. 

 Sign the Declaration of Sacred Resistance at www.stlsanctuary.org/declaration.html and the 

petition to ICE for a stay of removal at  www.stlsanctuary.org/Alex-belongs-here.html. 
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